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Abstract: Task-based language teaching (TBLT) has been drawing researchers’ and
practitioners’ interest since its early onset in the 1980s. In a task-based approach,
students learn language by doing interesting, relevant, and hands-on pedagogic
tasks that raise their interest and keep their involvement. The rich and still developing literature on TBLT is helping to evolve both its theoretical conceptualization
and practical implementation in foreign and second language education. Likewise,
computer-assisted language learning (CALL) has developed as a field, with the use
and integration of technology in the classroom continuing to increase and will
continue to play a key role in this maturation process. The present study, hence,
reports on an empirical study that investigated the effectiveness of CALL-mediated
TBLT on the motivation of Iranian university non-English major EFL students.
A significant effect was found for CALL-mediated TBLT (F = 267.932, p = .000, partial
eta squared = .770), suggesting CALL-mediated TBLT had a positive effect on the
motivation of the students in the experimental group on the posttest. Results of this
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One reason for families’ dissatisfaction
with second/foreign language learning and
teaching is related to the existence of the traditional way of language teaching. This traditional
way of teaching includes instructional practices
that are referred to as “prompting” because they
involve the prompting and “drilling” of students.
These practices are also described colloquially as
“drilling and killing,” “memorizing,” “answering
and not questioning,” “checking and not correcting.” In contrast to this behaviorist approach, this
study speculates that a constructivist instructional practice such as task-based language
teaching (TBLT) in conjunction with computerassisted language learning (CALL) might foster
students’ motivation in L2 reading. This issue has
been little investigated within the CALL-mediated
TBLT context. Therefore, it seems logical to
hypothesize that students’ motivation plays an
important role in successful implementation of
CALL-mediated TBLT and that, if used effectively,
this new teaching and learning context can
increase students’ motivation.
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study have both theoretical and practical implications and might shed light on the
gap between the potentials and affordances of CALL-mediated TBLT.
Subjects: Computer Science; General; English Language; Language Teaching & Learning
Keywords: task-based language teaching (TBLT); computer-assisted language learning
(CALL); CALL-mediated TBLT; motivation
1. Introduction
For the past 30 years, task-based language teaching (TBLT) has drawn the attention of second
language acquisition (SLA) practitioners, researchers, educators, curriculum developers, language teachers and trainers all over the world (Van Den Branden, 2006). TBLT was coined
and matured by SLA researchers and language educators, mostly in reaction to empirical
studies of teacher-dominated and form-oriented second language (L2) classroom practice
(Long & Norris, 2000). The rise of TBLT into the world of language education has been largely
a top-down and process-oriented path to language teaching that places communicative language teaching (CLT) at the heart of curriculum design and instructional goals (Littlewood,
2004; Nunan, 2004; Richards, 2005).
Likewise, computer-assisted language learning (CALL) has grown as a field, with the use and
integration of technology in the classroom continuing to rise (Petersen & Sachs, 2015) and will
continue to play an essential role in this maturation process (Lai & Li, 2011). In their seminal paper,
Doughty and Long (2003) talked about the affinities of TBLT and technology: technology provides
a natural and authentic ground for the implementation of the methodological principles of TBLT,
and TBLT, in turn, provides a pedagogical and rationale framework for the adoption and use of
technology.
Concerning learner-based and psychological factors, a number of studies have indicated that
motivation (e.g., Brandl, 2002; Desmarais, 2002; Doherty, 2002; Gilbert, 2001; Murday & Ushida,
2002; Warschauer, 1996a, 1996b) have a significant and positive correlation with learner’s academic performance and achievement. According to Winne and Marx (1989), motivation is both
a condition for, and a result of, effective instruction. Ortega (2009) also delivered an in-depth
analysis of the interdependence between technology and TBLT both in theory and practice. In her
view, technology and TBLT place their theoretical emphasis on “doing language” and experiential
learning and share similar pedagogical features and functions in terms of boosting motivation and
authenticity in language learning, providing student with choices, offering feedback, and enhancing community of learning.

1.1. Statement of the problem
Some teachers, the author among them, believe that one reason for families’ dissatisfaction
with English language learning and teaching is related to the existence of the traditional way
of English language teaching. This traditional way of teaching includes instructional practices
that are collectively referred to as 'prompting’ because they involve the prompting and ‘drilling’ of students. These practices are also described colloquially as ‘drilling and killing,’ ‘memorizing,’ ‘answering and not questioning,’ ‘checking and not correcting,’ ‘individual learning’ (as
opposed to group work learning), ‘teachers are the sources and producers of knowledge,’
‘students are the recipients,’ and ‘leaving no place for much thinking and understanding.’ In
contrast to this behaviorist approach, this study speculates that a constructivist instructional
practice such as TBLT in conjunction with CALL might foster students” motivation in L2 reading. Gonzalez-Lloret (2017) argued that, among all the existing methodologies for language
teaching, TBLT is ideal for informing and fully realizing the potential of technological innovations for language learning. This issue has to date been little investigated within the CALLmediated TBLT context, especially in Iran. Therefore, it seems logical to hypothesize that
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students’ motivation plays an important role in successful implementation of CALL-mediated
TBLT and that, if used effectively, this new teaching and learning context can increase
students’ motivation.
Thus, this study introduces CALL-mediated TBLT as a transitional step for teaching practices in
Iran–moving away from skills-based (behaviorist) teaching and learning and toward practices that
are grounded in constructivism.

1.2. The significance of the study
The findings are intended to be useful for those interested in learning how the theoretical
principles of TBLT can actually be translated into practical classroom activities to develop CALLmediated materials for a TBLT curriculum. Moreover, both pre-service and in-service instructors of
foreign and second languages may find sources of inspiration to consider and developers of
language curricula and materials may benefit from seeing how theoretical concepts can become
real tasks in the classroom.

2. Literature review
2.1. Task-based language teaching (TBLT)
The origin of task-based approaches lies outside language learning and in more general theories of
education which underline the importance of experiential or “hands-on” learning (Thomas, 2013).
The American philosopher of education, John Dewey, is typically identified as an influential early
advocate of task-based learning (TBL) and there are strong interrelationships between his notion of
problem-based learning, the value of experience, enhancing learner motivation and task-based
approaches. Dewey’s (1938; as cited in Thomas, 2013) philosophy of education was collaborative in
outlook, emphasizing that meaning emerges from collective experience and the willingness of
people to work with each other. It also attempted to deconstruct prevailing binary thinking that
marginalized the importance of experience or practical knowledge in relation to theoretical knowledge. Engaging learners rather than wasting their time on impractical tasks that are likely to have
no bearing on their lives or work was a key organizing principle for Dewey, such that TBL is
expected to draw on the rich experience learners already have. Task-based approaches are therefore not new and there is thus a strong line of influence running from Dewey to Bruner (1960)
through to constructivist thought (Vygotsky, 1978) and contemporary TBL.
In language learning, TBLT owes a great deal to early research by Prabhu (1987; as cited in
Thomas 2013) who put forward the value of problem-solving activities and the task as a central
principle of syllabus design in opposition to the then prevalent form of linguistic syllabus, which
was organized according to the linear grasp of linguistic forms. Prabhu’s work in India has clear
lines of influence from interactionist theories in SLA theory to ecological and sociocultural
approaches which also place an emphasis on learner interaction, the importance of the learning
environment for supporting and scaffolding learner development and the genuine implications of
the process (Thomas, 2013).
TBLT, then, was developed by stressing the interaction, cognitive processing, and authentic
language use through negotiation of meaning (Bygate, Skehan, & Swain, 2001; Nunan, 2004).
Long (1990) focused on meaning negotiation in relation to problem-solving tasks. Similarly, Pica,
Kanagy, and Falodun (1993) argued that negotiation of meaning is related to increased levels of
interactive tasks. Research on interactive tasks emphasized how they generated greater accuracy
and complexity in terms of output than non-interactive tasks, which tended to focus more on
fluency (Skehan & Foster, 1997). Additionally, research on task planning suggests that it improves
performance in accuracy and fluency (Ortega, 1999). Other major areas of research include the use
of task repetition to increase syntactic quality and use of the TL. As Willis (1996) argued, research
on task-based approaches, stresses the importance of exposure to authentic input, and sustained
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meaningful use of the TL for enhancing output and learner motivation. In this respect, Klapper’s
(2003) definition of task has become representative of this approach:
Tasks are meaning-based activities closely related to learners’ real-world communicative
needs and with some genuine relationship, in which learners have to achieve a real outcome
(solve a problem, reach an agreement, play a game, complete a puzzle, etc.) and in which
effective execution of the tasks is granted priority. (p. 35)
To this definition, we can also add the dimension of learner-learner collaboration and what Meskill
(1999) calls socio-collaborative learning tasks. Based on this wider definition it is also worthwhile
to highlight Lamy’s (2007) definition, one which strikes a cord with Ortega’s (2009) interest in the
collective problem-solving aspects associated with Web-based gaming and immersive environments. According to this broader working definition, which is highly cognizant of the capability of
technology to produce socio-collaborative interaction, Lai and Li (2011) suggest that tasks should
be seen as “holistic activities in which learners make use of their language and (cross) cultural and
communicative resources to achieve some nonlinguistic outcome through stretching their linguistic, (cross-) cultural, internet-based communication, and digital literacy skills” (p. 502).
If language education centered around tasks it is expected to give learners an experiential
educative process so that they use L2 for meaning making and accordingly this negotiative
language use will stir up and promote the learners’ language learning (Samuda & Bygate, 2008).
TBLT is still a relatively recent innovation–one whose implementation requires expertise on the
part of course designers and classroom teachers, and a substantial investment of time and effort if
it is to be successful (Long, 2016).
By applying meta-analytic techniques for 50 recent studies, Bryfonski and McKay (2017)
concluded that TBLT not only have short time benefits in a variety of learning outcomes but
it has also promising and significant effects in the long run. Chen (2018) reports on an EFL
reading program that integrated extensive reading with task-based learning to promote L2
learners’ language development, increase their motivation in reading, and help them build
reading habits. The results revealed that the combination of interesting reading materials
and meaningful tasks created positive experiences in language learning. According to Chen,
comprehensible input from extensive reading and productive output in the follow-up tasks
proved to be effective in facilitating language development and motivating L2 learners to
read more books and gradually develop reading habits. H. B. Nguyen and Nguyen (2018)
reports on Vietnamese students’ perceptions of task-based vocabulary instruction within
a high school context. The findings indicate that students in the experimental group outperformed those in the control group, indicating that task-based vocabulary instruction was
useful to tenth graders using the new textbook. The findings also reveal participants’ perceived
need for the inclusion of task-based vocabulary in their learning process. In an empirical study,
Kafipour, Mahmoudi, and Khojasteh (2018) investigated the effects of employing task-based
writing instruction on Iranian EFL learners’ writing competence. The results showed significant
improvements in the writing ability of the Iranian EFL learners who practiced writing skills using
TBLT techniques. According to the authors, using task-based writing techniques improved the
Iranian EFL learners’ ability significantly in terms of different aspects of the writing competence, including sentence mechanics, language use, vocabulary, content, and organization.

2.2. Computer-assisted language learning (CALL)
Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) means “learners learning language in any context
with, through, and around computer technologies” (Egbert, 2005, p. 4). CALL comprises a wide
range of information and communications technology applications and approaches to teaching
and learning foreign languages, from the traditional drill-and-practice curriculums that
described CALL in the 1960 and 1970s to more recent manifestations of CALL, e.g., as used
in a virtual learning environment and web-based distance learning. It also embraces the
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application of corpora and concordancers, interactive whiteboards (Schmid, 2009), CMC (Lamy
& Hampel, 2007), language learning in virtual worlds, and mobile-assisted language learning
(Shield & Kukulska-Hulme, 2008).
While the core media used in language instruction—text, audio, video, images—have remained
constant over time, their technological formats and their role in language learning have changed
strikingly (Otto, 2017). She further argues that language learning technologies and CALL have
evolved from delivery via localized technological resources to any-time, any-place provision
through networked digital tools. Furthermore, “technology has advanced from its ancillary role
in the curriculum to become a core source of content and a conduit for authentic language
learning experiences” (p. 21). According to Otto, it is unquestionable that technology has, in fact,
become more integrated into language learning and is well on its way to becoming a normal part
of everyday practice.

2.3. CALL-mediated TBLT
In computer applications in SLA, Chapelle (2001, 2003) explores the interface between CALL, TBLT,
and SLA. According to Chapelle, anyone dealing with second language teaching and learning in the
twenty-first century needs to grasp the nature of the unique CALL-mediated tasks learners can
engage in for language acquisition and how such tasks can be used for evaluation. To meet the
challenge, the study of the features of computer-based tasks that foster learning should be
a concern for teachers as well as for SLA researchers who wish to contribute to knowledge
about instructed SLA. Leading CALL scholars such as Levy and Stockwell (2006) also contend
that research on language learning tasks has been a “pivotal component in [CALL] design” (p.
14) since the mid-1980s.
Developments over the last five years in Web 2.0 applications suggest a renewed interest in
a task-based approach using technology (Mak & Coniam, 2008; Thomas & Reinders, 2010).
According to O’Reilly (2005), Web 2.0 is related to a new attitude toward the use of internet
technology, stressing the development of a truly networked environment in which new applications are automatically updated online and users actively contribute to content in what he calls an
“architecture of participation”. Whereas the first generation of the Web was popularly conceived of
as a one-dimensional “read only” experience, the applications associated with Web 2.0 enable
users to interact with the “read-write” Web in which they can actively contribute and interact
(Warschauer & Grimes, 2007). Web 2.0 comprises a variety of new technologies with a powerful
social outlook with one of the aims being to promote community building in authentic online
environments (Mak & Coniam, 2008).
According to Thomas (2013), technology can offer opportunities to transcend the restrictions of the traditional classroom context. Online materials and applications can positively
enhance the types, authenticity, and range of tasks that learners engage in. Moreover,
through Web 2.0 technologies likes blogs and wikis and other collaborative tools, learners
can emphasize their creative skills, author and produce outputs for an external audience and
engage in activities which highlight their active rather than passive participation (Lankshear &
Knobel, 2011). Technology can raise learner agency in language learning contexts, corroborating constructivist goals, and marginalizing the notion that learners are merely empty
vessels to be filled with knowledge poured into them by more knowledgeable instructors.
With both TBLT and CALL-mediated language teaching being gradually adopted by language educators and teachers, we would visualize technology and TBLT becoming part and
parcel of each other due to their elective theoretical and practical affinities (Ortega, 2009).
This rapidly growing field has sent us a positive message on the contribution that CALL can
make to improve learning in TBLT and the contribution TBLT has made to boost CALLmediated language learning.
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2.4. Motivation
The word motivation derives from the Latin verb movere meaning “to move”. What moves
a person to make certain choices, to engage in action, to expend effort and persist in action—
such basic questions lie at the heart of motivation theory and research. Considerably, however,
these deceptively simple questions have generated a great deal of theory and research over the
decades, aroused substantial discussion and disagreement among scholars, brought about numerous theoretical models extending to different variables and different views of the construct of
motivation, and produced few clear straightforward answers (Dörnyei, 2011).
Most researchers agree that motivation requires a set of beliefs, values, and expectations and
a series of important behaviors: engagement, persistence, strategic problem-solving, and requests
for help (Grabe, 2009). “Beliefs, values, and expectations usually center on some combination of
self-regulation, self-efficacy, interest, goal-setting, and attributions of (or reasons for) success and
failure” (p. 176). Furthermore, these values, beliefs, and expectations are influenced by a range of
external social and contextual factors: parents, peers, sociocultural expectations, classrooms,
teachers, and instructional tasks. As Grabe argued, motivated persons are optimistic, willing to
work on difficult and challenging tasks, and aware of their potentials; they want choice in
controlling their environment and their learning, expect success, build connections with others,
experience pleasure from their work, and take pride in their achievements. In short, positive
motivation is what activates effective learning behavior (Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000).
The study of motivation has been a dominant area for research in psychology and education for
many years (Dörnyei, 2011). This interest may mirror the common perception of classroom
teachers who tend to regard student motivation as the most important factor in educational
success in general (Dörnyei, 2001). According to Ushida (2005), the literature on L2 motivation has
two main lines. One line consists of a set of studies based on Gardner’s socio-educational model in
which the role of integrative motivation—comprised of integrativeness, attitudes toward the
learning situation, and motivation—was experimentally studied as a determinant of L2 attainment. The effect of L2 learning motivation has been highly researched by social psychologists in
Canada, where French and English are the two official languages. Gardner (1985; as cited in
Ushida, 2005) speculated that L2 learners with positive attitudes toward the target culture and
people would learn the TL more successfully than those who do not have such positive attitudes.
In their earlier research, Gardner, and Lambert (1959) found that motivation and aptitude were the
two determinants most highly associated with learners’ L2 attainment. Gardner and MacIntyre
(1993; as cited in Ushida, 2005) drew together the findings from many studies over several
decades and formulated Gardner’s “socioeducational model of SLA”
Motivation in this model is defined as the degree to which the individual works or attempts to
learn the language because of a motive to learn the language and the enjoyment experienced in
this activity (Ushida, 2005). A “motivated learner” is, therefore, defined as one who is: (a) eager to
learn the language, (b) willing to expend effort on the learning activity, and (c) willing to sustain
the learning activity (Gardner, 1985, p. 10).
The other line of research calls for the recruitment of a new “agenda” (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; as
cited in Ushida, 2005) for L2 motivation research, proposing a number of alternative models with an
attempt to gain a more thorough understanding of L2 learning motivation within mainstream education. While the former studies investigate causal relationships among possible individual-difference
variables with various L2 achievement measures, the latter attempts to pinpoint possible variables
that could affect learners’ motivations within the immediate L2 learning situation (Ushida, 2005).

2.5. Motivation & CALL-mediated TBLT
Among the various hypothesized advantages of CALL, its positive effects on students’ motivation
have been most frequently documented. Chun (1994), Kern (1995) and Warschauer (1996a), for
example, have examined the effect of computer-assisted classroom discussion (CACD), as
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compared to face-to-face class discussion on university-level L2 students’ opportunities to take
part in discussion, their motivation and anxiety, turn-taking patterns, and so on. According to
Ushida (2005), these studies found that CACD motivates student-initiated discussion more than
teacher-initiated discussion and increased the number of opportunities for students to generate
more output regardless of their individual personality differences.
Likewise, Warschauer, 1996b; as cited in (Ushida, 2005) identified empowerment as one of the
factors that motivated students in technology-integrated L2 writing classes. He speculated that
students’ beliefs of the possible benefits of computer-mediated communication (CMC), such as
a sense of achievement and accomplishment of learning opportunities, enhanced their motivation.
Beauvois (1994) and Beauvois and Eledge (1996) reported remarkably positive attitudes by intermediate French learners who perceived linguistic, affective, and interpersonal benefits from their
experiences using computer-assisted classroom discussion.
In a project reported by Jogan, Heredia, and Aguilera (2001; as cited in Ushida, 2005), college
students of advanced Spanish in the US and college students of English in Chile exchanged email in
both languages to learn about the target culture in the TL. These personalized student-driven
dialogues appeared to motivate L2 learners to write about and learn about each other’s cultures
and, more importantly, to enjoy the interaction/communication. The use of email may also have
reduced students’ affective filters, enabling them to write what they wanted to in less restricted
ways than in traditional L2 writing assignments.
According to Ushida (2005), some L2 teachers have strived to use various CALL activities to build
“technology-enhanced language learning” (TELL) environments. Adair-Hauk, Willingham-McLain,
and Youngs (2000) indicated the value of a TELL learning environment for reducing students’
anxiety level so that students could enjoy learning in a more comfortable atmosphere without the
pressure of a classroom and peers. The authors believed that the findings revealed that the TELL
components motivated the students in the experimental group to learn intensely on their own and
fostered their collaboration outside the classroom.
According to Stepp-Greany (2002), web-learning offers well-selected activities and interactive
learning. He also reports that technologically equipped classrooms raise students’ motivation due
to the interactive nature of the activities. Ellinger, Sandler, Chayen, Goldfrad, and Yarosky (2001)
conducted a study on the use of internet in language classes. They claim that internet, as an
essential tool encourages students, increases autonomous learning potential, and brings willingness
and enthusiasm into the classroom. Anderson and Speck (2001) pointed out that using technology in
the classroom not only motivates the learners but also engages them in listening, speaking, reading,
and writing. According to Wang (2004), when language learners have valuable and real communication factors, they can expand their language skills in classroom. He contends that using computers and technology-based equipment provides the students with the sense of encouragement
and freedom. With the employment of technology, students can be motivated and committed in the
language learning process. To show the importance of technology as an excellent trigger of motivation for EFL students, Zengin (2007) elaborates on the importance of the technology-based classrooms because students are more motivated and enthusiastic in multimedia and technology-based
lessons. Mayora (2006) explains the advantages of multimedia technology in EFL programs and
contends that using multimedia promotes students’ interest in the classroom. Harmer (2007)
suggests that student can become active and dynamic learners by means of online education and
also points out the importance of computer-based technology-based classrooms because they offer
learners interesting activities which attract and motivate them.
Several studies have attested to pedagogical benefits of the technology as it can improve
students’ motivation (e.g., Hsieh, Wu, & Marek, 2017; Strayer, 2012). According to Francis (2017),
to build up an effective 21st century classroom that satisfies the needs of the students, a modern
teacher must factor a student’s motivation to learn and the effects technology has on inclusionary
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education. To address this rising need, a technology implementation was devised. Research was
completed at an urban charter school on a population of 348 at the time of technology intervention through data analysis. Student surveys were administered to measure student perception and
motivation, student individualized education plans were reviewed, and classroom observations
were made. The results showed that students feel motivated through the specific use of technology in the classroom, whether it be for pedagogical purposes or for accommodations.
In another study, Hazaea and Alzubi (2016) investigated the effectiveness of mobile phones in
improving Saudi EFL college students’ reading comprehension. The result revealed that mobilesupported cooperative reading activity improved the EFL learners’ English reading comprehension
and increased their motivation for English learning. Winet (2016) also showed how to use mobile
instant messaging in the ESL writing class. He argued that it can increase students’ motivation,
output, and the quality of their writing.
In a study, Aleissa (2017) highlighted the importance of students’ motivation and positive
attitude in learning a foreign language, and the effectiveness of CALL on Saudi female adults in
learning English as a foreign language at the college level. The goal of this study was to inquire
about the effects of technology on Saudi female students who lack the motivation to learn English.
The results demonstrated that technology can serve as a vehicle to motivate students, improve
their learning skills and to introduce them to authentic experiences in the target culture both
within and outside the classroom.
In his study, Vafaeepour (2017) intended to compare learners’ attitudes, motivation, and
engagement while working with two types of instructional materials, namely textbook and
authentic Internet-sourced materials. The results seem to indicate that compared to textbooks,
Internet-sourced materials can better prepare learners for coping with authentic materials.
Nejati, Jahangiri, and Salehi (2018) examined the effect of CALL on the vocabulary learning of
Iranian EFL learners, in which 40 pre-intermediate and intermediate students enrolled at Iran
Language Institute, Urmia, Iran were selected as participants. The students in the experimental
groups were exposed to the treatments for eight sessions, which included teaching of word lists
selected from the students’ books using computers. These words were taught to the experimental
groups using ‘Vocaboly’, while the control groups were taught using the traditional method of
vocabulary teaching. The comparison of the mean scores using a t-test indicated that the experimental groups outperformed the control groups on post-tests. The authors concluded that CALL
increases motivation and effectiveness of learning.

2.6. Purpose of the study
Applications of digital technology can exert a considerable motivational impact. The current study
pursues this agenda by presenting a new approach to motivating L2 learners through investigating
the intersection of CALL and TBLT. The underlying assumption is that a sustained level of motivation is fundamental to the successful mastery of a second language (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011),
and the notion of CALL-mediated TBLT has been proposed as a motivational factor that can help to
fuel the language learning process in an ongoing manner. Of great importance in this study is the
idea that, as Norris (2009) puts it, TBLT “rejects the notion that knowledge can be learned
independently of its application and embraces instead the value of learning by doing or experiential learning” (p. 578). Moreover, well-designed experiential activities that involve the use of
language are thought to drive language learning, as “it is by engaging learners in doing valued
activities that relevant declarative and procedural knowledge is developed” (p. 579). This study,
therefore, fills a clear gap.
To achieve the objective, the following research question was formulated for the present study:
How does CALL-mediated TBLT impact students’ motivation in L2 reading?
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3. Method
3.1. The design of the study
The research was conducted using the nonequivalent groups pretest-posttest design, which is the
most commonly used quasi-experimental research design (Best & Kahn, 2006). This design is
structurally quite similar to the true experimental design, but it does not employ random sampling.
In nonequivalent control group design, the dependent variable is measured both before and after
the treatment. The dependent variable is the students’ motivation toward learning English and the
main independent variable is the method of teaching English using CALL-mediated TBLT.

3.2. Participants
In this study, the population were non-English major EFL undergraduate university students
enrolled at Islamic Azad University, Izeh Branch, during the academic year of 2017–2018.
Through non-probability and convenience sampling, two intact freshmen classes were chosen
and randomly assigned as the experimental (N = 45) and the control groups (N = 38). The subjects
(27 male and 56 female) were of the same educational background, ranged in age from 21 to 28
and had been studying English for at least six years at school. Most of the subjects were locals but
some of them were from other cities who were living in dormitory. All participants were native
speakers of Persian with minimum opportunity to communicate with native speakers of English.

3.3. Instruments
Two main instruments were used in the study:

3.3.1. Oxford Placement Test (OPT)
At the beginning of research, subjects were required to take Oxford Placement Test (OPT; Allan,
2004) to make sure that they were homogeneous with respect to their proficiency in language
skills as a whole. As a proficiency test, OPT is expected to be norm-referenced and is intended to
“measure global language abilities” (Brown, 2005, p. 2). The OPT (Allan, 2004) edition entails 200
questions: 100 listening and 100 English grammar questions. Indeed, the first section is a test of
reading and listening skills. OPT took 1 hour and first part was listening which lasted in about 10
minutes. Students then had approximately 50 minutes for the grammar part. In both listening and
grammar parts, students should simply choose one correct box out of two boxes. According to
Allan (2004), the OPT provides reliable and efficient means of placing students at the start of
a course for teachers. To check the reliability of the test in Iranian context, the obtained reliability
of the test, using KR–21 measure of internal consistency was 0.78.

3.3.2. Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB)
The Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB) was developed by Gardner (1985) to assess various
individual difference variables based on the socio-educational model. The AMTB is made up of 104
items, and its reliability and validity have been supported (Gardner & Gliksman, 1982; Gardner &
MacIntyre, 1993). Table 1 presents a listing of the constructs assessed in the AMTB, the number of
items typically used in each construct, and questionnaire item number.
To make sure that the students understand the meaning of every single item, the AMTB was
translated into Persian language. However, as the major focus in this study was on the motivation
of the students, the results of some items of AMTB were not analyzed and reported here (including,
attitudes toward learning English, attitudes toward English-speaking people, English class anxiety,
English teacher evaluation, English course evaluation, and English use anxiety). Accordingly,
questionnaire items for only six domains were included in the statistical procedure. The AMTB
was administered twice as a pre- and posttest in order to identify differences over time.
Students rated themselves on a 5-point Likert-type scale, from 1 (strong disagreement) to 5
(strong agreement). For scoring each scale, all responses were added up to a sum score. Finally,
a student’s score was computed by dividing the sum score for each scale by the total number of
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Table 1. AMTB scale
AMTB constructs

No. of items

Questionnaire item No.

●

Interest in Foreign Languages

10

1, 12, 21, 32, 42, 55, 65, 76, 85, 95

●

Motivational Intensity

10

3, 13, 23, 33, 44, 56, 67, 77, 87, 96

●

Parental Encouragement

●

English Class Anxiety

10

4, 16, 24, 36, 45, 60, 68, 80, 88, 98

●

English Teacher Evaluation

10

5, 14, 25, 34, 46, 58, 69, 78, 89, 97

●

Attitudes toward Learning English

10

6, 18, 26, 38, 47, 62, 70, 82, 90, 100

●

Attitudes toward English-speaking

8

7, 27, 40, 53, 49, 71, 91, 104

●

Integrative Orientation

4

8, 28, 50, 72

●

Desire to Learn English

10

9, 17, 29, 37, 51, 61, 73, 81, 92, 99

●

English Course Evaluation

10

10, 20, 30, 41, 52, 64, 74, 84, 93, 102

●

English Use Anxiety

10

11, 19, 31, 39, 54, 63, 75, 83, 94, 101

●

Instrumental Orientation

8

4

2, 22, 43, 48, 57, 66, 86, 103

15, 35, 59, 79

items that make up the scale. The Cronbach internal consistency coefficients of the scale were 0.81
in the motivation pretest, and 0.83 in the motivation posttest.

3.4. Data collection procedures
3.4.1. Pilot study
Before the main study, a pilot study was conducted to check the internal consistency and reliability
of the AMTB instrument. Therefore, it was given to 29 non-English major EFL undergraduate
university students (11 = male, 18 = female) who were selected through simple random sampling
so as to represent the entire sample of subjects chosen for the main study. The reliability of the
test through the KR-21 indicator of reliability was calculated as 0.79, indicating that the test
enjoyed a reliable measure of motivation.

3.4.2. Main study
The study consisted of three main phases: (1) pretesting (2) instruction in CALL-mediated TBLT and
(3) posttesting. After administering the OPT, both groups of students were given a test of AMTB as
a pretest in order to assess their current motivation towards learning English?
At the second stage, the control group received no CALL-mediated TBLT instruction but received
only a task-based instruction on reading without the mediation of CALL. Instead, the experimental
group took part in a weekly study session in the university audio-visual center over a period of twelveweek semester. During the treatment sessions, the students in the experimental group received
instruction in a CALL-mediated TBLT format, following the modified framework suggested by, e.g.,
Bygate (1994), Skehan (2011), Willis (1996, 2004), Willis and Willis (2007), Lee (2000) and Ellis (2003).

3.4.2.1. Pre-reading task stage. This was the first and primary stage of the teaching procedure, the
aim of which was to activate the background knowledge of the readers, arouse their interest to the
text, develop expectations about the topic, generate vocabulary and related language, and set up
a purpose for them to read on. It was intended to provide readers with opportunities to activate
their own existing schematic knowledge and to use their imagination to make predictions. This
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stage served as the preparation stage. The tasks given at this stage usually enabled the learners to
engage in active purposeful interaction which stired up their desire to read the text. Students were
motivated and prepared themselves better for the reading task and understood more about the
passage when they got into a detailed study of it.
3.4.2.2. During-reading task stage. At this stage, the teacher designed and assigned some tasks to
make students read the text efficiently and had a profound understanding. Tasks were designed to
train students' reading skills such as scanning, skimming, reading for thorough comprehension and
critical reading. As for the reading activities, there were many forms that were recommended in
class: read for specific information; read for gist or general ideas of the text; deduce the meanings
of certain words from a given context; infer the writer’s intended message from a given context;
recognize author’s purpose and attitude.
3.4.2.3. Post-reading task stage. Post-reading activities were principally designed for learners to
practice communicative output. The tasks at this stage were designed to offer students communicative opportunities to use the language points to communicate and extend the content of the
text to the real-life situation. There were many forms available for the activities of the stage, such
as text rewriting, role-playing, suggestion making, discussion, report. These activities involved
speaking, listening and writing. At this stage, group or pair work made the reading more communicative. The students were at the center of the activities. They were active readers and participants in the reading tasks. The teacher was supposed to be an organizer and a guide.
Each weekly session involved 60 minutes of using TBLT activities integrated with multimedia
softwares and online resources, followed by 15 minutes of debriefings in groups of three or four at
the end of each session. The instructor briefly introduced different resources the participants could
choose from (e.g., online magazines/newspaper, news podcasts/vodcasts, online glosses/dictionaries, multimedia softwares, synchronous/asynchronous electronic communication). They encouraged the participants to try different functions (e.g., recording, role-play, repetition), and provided
them with assistance as necessary to solve technical problems, such as installing software. The
participants chose whatever they liked to work on in each session, and how they wanted to work.
The Participants then shared their reflections at the debriefing in either English or Persian. They
also had to submit weekly learning diaries by e-mail or social networks (e.g., Telegram and
WhatsApp applications), with reflections on various aspects of their learning such as what content
they learned, how they learned it, what particular software functions they used, problems or
insights, self-evaluation of their progress or changes that they noticed compared with previous
sessions, important events in the learning process, and inner thoughts.
Finally, to compare the effect of the CALL-mediated TBLT environment on students’ motivation
before and after the treatment, the same AMTB was given to both groups.

3.5. Data analyses
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24 was employed for the statistical analysis
of the data and the significance level was set at p < .05. The data were analyzed through descriptive
statistics to determine the mean scores and standard deviations. Moreover, inferential statistics such as
independent-sample t-test and a univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were used. The independent-samples t-test was run to compare the scores for experimental and control group before the
intervention and to provide a baseline for the students’ current level of motivation so that this study
could examine the effect of treatment, relative to that initial baseline. For scoring the OPT, one point
was assigned to each correct answer. The points for all items were then added up, and an ultimate
score was calculated for every participant. To compare the scores for experimental and control group at
the beginning of the study, an independent-samples t-test was conducted. Scores for the AMTB were
also computed by taking the mean of all items and then calculating an ultimate score for every
participant. To see if the motivation of the students in the experimental group was significantly different
from that of the control group, a univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was also employed.
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4. Results
4.1. Results for OPT
Oxford Placement Test (OPT) was employed to see if the students in two intact classes chosen as
samples of the study belonged to the same population and could act as the participants of this
study. Item analysis measures showed that all items were functioning satisfactorily. The reliability
of the test estimated through Cronbach’s Alpha turned out to be .78. Furthermore, an independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the scores for experimental and control group.
Assuming that the variances of the two groups are equal, there was no significant difference in
scores between the proficiency abilities for the experimental (M = 119.6444, SD = 13.75542) and
control group (M = 119.5789, SD = 13.66467; t (81) = .022, p = .983, two-tailed) at the beginning of
the study. As shown in Table 2, the magnitude of the difference in the means (mean difference =
.06550, 95% CI: −5.94612 to 6.07711) was very small (eta squared = 0.0048). It means that the
students were at the same level of proficiency abilities and the researcher could run the research
which could lead to the comparison of the reading performance of the two groups.

4.2. Tests of normality
One of the requirements of ANCOVA is the normality of the score distribution. Therefore, it was
necessary to conduct tests of normality. Based on the results (see Table 3) the normality assumption does establish for AMTB in the present study.

4.3. Results for research question
Prior to the treatment and in order to make sure that no significant difference in terms of
motivation existed between the experimental and control groups, the AMTB pretest was administered to both groups. After checking its assumptions, an independent-samples t-test was conducted and the results revealed no significant differences in scores for the experimental (M =
3.4178, SD = .27682, SDM = .04127) and control group (M = 3.4113, SD = .27094, SDM = .04395;
t (81) .107, p = .915, two-tailed). As displayed in Table 4, the magnitude of the difference in the
means (mean difference = .00646, 95% CI: −.11371 to .12664) was very small (eta squared =
0.00177). It means that the two groups rated themselves in a similar manner and accordingly the
researcher could proceed with the research process.
After implementing the thirteen-session training program, all the participants in the two groups
were given the AMTB posttest, the same questionnaire which had been administered as the pretest
before starting the training. The descriptive statistics showed that students in the experimental
group obtained much higher mean scores on the AMTB posttest (M =5.1084, SD = .56266) than the
control group (M = 3.4211, SD = .33033).
In order to see whether the treatment given to the experimental group had statistically caused any
significant change in this group and to see if the motivation of the students was significantly different
from that of the control group, a univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was employed while
controlling for pre-intervention scores as the covariate. Preliminary checks were made to ensure that
there was no violation of the assumptions of normality, linearity, homogeneity of variances, homogeneity of regression slopes, and reliable measurement of the covariate. As shown in Table 5,
a significant effect was found for CALL-mediated TBLT (F = 267.932, p = .000, partial eta squared =
.770), suggesting CALL-mediated TBLT had a positive effect on the motivation of the students in the
experimental group on the posttest in contrast to the students in the control group.

5. Discussion
The findings indicate that CALL-mediated TBLT in English language instruction enhanced
significantly students’ motivation for L2 reading. Overall, the findings appear to support the
literature outlined above. The findings of this part of research are somehow in line with those
found by previous studies such as Ahn (2018), Akobirov (2017), Aleissa (2017), Anderson and
Speck (2001), Beauvois (1994), Beauvois and Eledge (1996), Cellat (2008), Chun (1994),
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Equal variances not assumed

Equal variances assumed

.001

F

.973

Sig.

Levene’s test for equality of
variances

Table 2. t-test of the two groups on the OPT scores

.022

.022

t

78.858

81

df

.983

.983

Sig. (twotailed)

.06550

.06550

Mean
difference

3.01968

3.02139

Std. error
difference

t-Test for equality of means

Upper
6.07711
6.07619

Lower
−5.94612
−5.94520

95% confidence interval of
the difference
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Table 3. Tests of normality
Tests of
normality
Pre AMTB

Post AMTB

Experimental/
control groups

Shapiro–Wilk
Statistic

df

Sig.

Experimental

.970

45

.287

Control

.953

38

.113

Experimental

.964

45

.174

Control

.975

38

.541

Francis (2017), Hazaea and Alzubi (2016), Hsieh et al. (2017), Lee, Nakamura, and Sadler
(2018), Luo (2013), Nejati et al. (2018), Nobar and Ahangari (2012), Kern (1995), Strayer
(2012), Ushida (2005), Vafaeepour (2017), Warschauer (1996a, 1996b), Winet (2016), Zengin
(2007). It is implied that CALL-mediated TBLT and technologically equipped classrooms
increase student’s motivation for L2 reading because of the interactive nature of the tasks
and processes. This facilitative effect might be attributed to the immediate feedback the
researcher could gain from the participants and to the subsequent modifications of the input
based on the views of the participants. It seems that this process has made the tasks more
compatible with the needs and interests of those who received them. According to these
studies, CALL engaged the students in a number of interesting and interactive activities
meant to enhance motivation for L2 reading. It is also implied that TBLT in conjunction
with CALL can promote learner autonomy and agency in language learning contexts, corroborating constructivist goals and marginalizing the notion that learners are merely empty
containers to be filled with knowledge poured into them by more knowledgeable instructors.
More specifically, the significant differences between the experimental and control groups may
be attributed to several reasons. First, using computer in English language instruction is a novelty.
This novelty may have encouraged the students to deal with the computer enthusiastically, which
may have been reflected in better achievement. Second, computers operate on programs that are
based on individualized learning and account for the level and pace of the individuals. This may
boost learning as the learner may feel that s/he is in control of the whole learning process. Third,
using computers allows the students to repeat the same piece of information or drill as many
times as necessary for them to comprehend. Furthermore, they are able to refer to the learning
resources and material any time at their conveniences. Fourth, using technology-based tools in
teaching makes the students become less shy of committing errors and mistakes, which motivates
them to learn much better and as a result improve their achievements. Fifth, by using computers
and technology-based tools students might have felt that they were not being watched or judged
so that they felt relaxed about gathering information and seeking help from other students. Finally,
computers and the related technological tools have many other positive characteristics such as
speed, accuracy, variability of presentation and flexibility of use and control, surpassing other
modes and channels of presentation.
Teachers are recommended to be aware of the technological revolution. They should update
their knowledge of computer use, noticing that CALL could boost learning in many ways and by
various means. It gives room for group work and cooperation, and elevates the level of
learning. It also improves the students’ achievement by giving room for interaction with the
materials to be learned. According to Grabe (2009), most students take a vague view of
becoming good, fluent L2 readers. Students know that reading is hard work and they need
effective motivational support from teachers and the curriculum itself. Teachers also think that
they do not have a major role to play in student motivation for reading. Both L1 and L2
motivation research argue strongly that motivation will be significantly affected by what
happens regularly in classrooms. Grabe (2009, p. 192), outlines a wide range of practices
that teachers can use to promote motivation:
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Equal variances not assumed

Sig.

.829

F

.047

Levene’s test for equality
of variances

.107

.107

t

79.219

81

df

Table 4. Independent-samples t-test of the two groups on the AMTB pretest

.915

.915

Sig.(twotailed)

.00646

.00646

Mean
difference

.06029

.06040

Std. error
difference

t-test for equality of means

Upper
.12664
.12646

Lower
−.11371
−.11353

95% confidence interval of
the difference
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Table 5. Results of ANCOVA on the AMTB posttest using pre-test as a covariate.
Source

Type III
sum of
squares

df

Mean
square

F

59.153a

2

29.577

135.404

.000

.772

5.629

1

5.629

25.769

.000

.244

Pretest

.492

1

.492

2.254

.137

.027

Groups

58.525

1

58.525

267.932

.000

.770

Error

17.475

80

.218

Total

1637.033

83

76.628

82

Corrected Model
Intercept

Corrected Total
a

Sig.

Partial
eta
squared

R Squared = .772 (Adjusted R Squared = .766).

(1) Talk about what interests students and why.
(2) Share personal examples of motivated task engagement.
(3) Have students share their interests.
(4) Create a pleasant classroom environment.
(5) Promote effective goal setting and expected outcomes.
(6) Communicate the importance of schoolwork and tasks.
(7) Make task purposes and performance expectations clear.
(8) Increase students’ expectancy of success in particular tasks.
(9) Build students’ self-confidence.
(10) Promote the development of group cohesiveness.
(11) Have good lead-ins to all texts and tasks to build initial interest.
(12) Match student skills with challenges.
(13) Make the curriculum relevant to students.
(14) Promote effective learning strategies.
(15) Introduce new books and reading materials to students.
(16) Promote active student participation, so learning is stimulating and enjoyable.
(17) Involve learners in decision-making related to reading tasks and goals.
(18) Give students choices.
(19) Provide support and scaffolding with more difficult texts and tasks.
(20) Build real levels of expertise in topics of readings (e.g., with Concept-Oriented Reading
Instruction (CORI), content-based instruction).
(21) Provide motivating feedback on tasks and learning progress.
(22) Create communities of learners who support each other with difficult tasks (e.g., cooperative learning approaches).
(23) Encourage students to read extensively, both in school and at home.
(24) Generate “flow.”
According to Grabe (2009), the motivation for reading is essential so that students choose to
develop their reading skills and persist and make strong efforts to overcome any limitations.
Students only become skilled readers when they read a lot, and motivation for reading is critical
for addressing this challenge.
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6. Conclusion
The study was designed to investigate the instructional values of integrating CALL into a TBLT
module that is designed around a pre-during-post-task cycle. To achieve the objectives, it employs
TBLT as an overarching pedagogical framework, with the inclusion of CALL-mediated instruction as
a way of providing authentic TL and thus examining how this new L2 learning situation might
affect students’ motivation. The results showed a significant effect for CALL-mediated TBLT,
indicating that CALL-mediated TBLT had a positive effect on L2 reading motivation of the students
in the experimental group. The findings are not altogether unexpected. There may even be intuitive
support for the findings. For example, the reason why CALL-mediated TBLT turned out to be more
effective could be explained partially by the fact that this type of learning is novel, engaging, and,
accordingly, motivating to learners. It also accounts for the interactive nature of communication
believed to boost learning.
According to Stockwell (2013), technology has had an enormous impact on the teaching and
learning environment, but there is still a good deal to consider regarding its effect on motivation.
Further discussion of the ties between CALL and motivation would need to consider (1) the ways in
which tasks can be both planned and implemented, (2) the motivation leading teachers and
institutions to adopt technologies, (3) the motivation for learners to choose to use technology to
assist them in learning a language, and (4) the variation in views towards technologies on both
regional and individual levels.
To further develop the field, we must put more effort into several emerging directions such
as the construction of a comprehensive guiding framework for CALL-mediated TBLT and the
exploration of different pedagogical applications and tools thereof (Lai & Li, 2011). We also
need to look closely in some directions that are critical to the successful implementation of
CALL-enhanced TBLT but are mostly underexplored such as learning needs analysis.
Lastly, for a CALL-mediated TBLT curriculum to be successful, it is necessary to incorporate
technology as a target of instruction (Chapelle, 2014; González-Lloret, 2014; as cited in GonzalezLloret, 2017). This adds value to CALL-mediated TBLT since students would be developing their
digital, multimodal, and informational literacies (Warschauer, 2007) at the same time that they are
developing their language competence (Gonzalez-Lloret, 2017). This requires teachers to be knowledgeable in the use of multiple technologies as well as experienced in the development of tasks
(Hauck, 2010).

7. Limitations
A methodological limitation in this study was the non-random selection of sample, which has
an impact on the external validity (i.e., generalizability) of the findings. In other words, the
non-random selection of sample limits the generalization of the findings to only cases similar
in nature to those used in the study. The sample in this study drew from infusing technology
to language learning classrooms. Randomization is not always appropriate or feasible practically and conceptually in all educational research situations (Wiersma & Jurs, 2009), which is
the case for this study. Carefully controlled studies of language learning, in contextually rich
and naturalistic environments, are not easy to design or to analyze. The challenges to this
type of work are very real, and we do not underestimate the obstacles that researchers face
in this area, including limited sample sizes, convenience samples of existing classes, lack of
suitable control groups, confounding of treatment conditions due to pre-existing organizational requirements or scheduling, and the need to measure changes in learning or proficiency over very small increments of time—such as a single semester. Clarity on specific
technologies or combinations of technologies and learning activities must, thus, arise from an
analysis of converging evidence from multiple studies, including meta-analyses of studies
when possible.
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